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From A To Z
Criminal justice professionals will also find it valuable and fascinating balance of academic research and "true crime" material they
can relate to in their own experience.
An A-Z encyclopedia of serial killers from around the world, which recounts the gruesome exploits of murderers such as the Boston
Strangler, Jack the Ripper, Charles Manson and Son of Sam.
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime publishing. Written and
compiled by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from around the world.
Defined by the FBI as a person who murders 3 or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or months between
murders, serial killers have walked among us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the entries to these
volumes will continue to grow-the FBI estimates that there are at least fifty serial killers operating in the United States at any given
time-The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as complete as possible through the end of 2017. The series continues with Volume
Two, Letters E-L. The entries include El Loco Luis Alfredo Garavito, Happy Face Killer Keith Hunter Jesperson, Interstate Killer
Larry Eyler, Godfather of Matamoros Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, and Golden State Killer Joseph James DeAngelo. You will find
these killers and approximately 350 others in this second book in the series of The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers.
A well-liked, respected, caring pillar of the community - or an outsider, socially inept and with a frightening appearance? Wearing
many different masks, serial killers are among the most disturbing and dangerous violent criminals in existence.They are individuals
who have a history of multiple murders, normally committed over a long period of time and often with periods of apparent normality
in between.With their different appearances and motives serial killers are hard to identify and often much harder to understand. Yet
they must be caught because the one unifying characteristic all serial killers share is their inability to feel remorse for their actions, and
consequently their need to keep on killing...Some profilers believe that serial killers don't learn from their mistakes. This book
explores the greed-factor that sets in and explains how killers come to think that the more they kill and get away with it, the easier it
will become.
Volume Two E-L
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, Volume Three M-S
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World's Most Vicious Murderers
The Encyclopedia of the Ted Bundy Murders
Human Monsters
The Encyclopedia of the FBI's Ten Most Wanted List, 1950 to Present
The Encyclopedia of Mass Murder is a remarkable, revelatory exploration of the world's worst cases of mass murder. This comprehensive guide
has been recently revised and updated for its U.S. debut from two true-crime experts. From this chilling collection, a significantly consistent
pattern emerges of the person who commits mass murder: almost always male, a loner lacking in social skills, unable to form stable relationships.
Bearing a grudge against society in general or blaming certain individuals in particular, he seeks revenge in the most extreme way. Among the 200
notorious cases profiled are Timothy McVeigh, responsible for the deaths of 168 people in the Oklahoma City bombing, Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, two heavily armed students who opened fire at Columbine High School, killing 13 students, and Brenda Spencer, a rare instance of a
female mass murderer, who shot dead eleven junior high classmates "because," she said, "I don't like Mondays." Eight pages of black-and-white
photographs are included.
A compendium of bizarre, horrifying tales of murder features the world's most brutal serial killers, including a male nurse sentenced in the
Southern California Hospital Murders and Waldo Grant, a "quiet loner" who killed with hammers and saws. Original.
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime publishing. Written and compiled
by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as a
person who murders 3 or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, serial killers have walked among
us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the entries to these volumes will continue to grow-the FBI estimates that there are
at least fifty serial killers operating in the United States at any given time-The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as complete as possible
through the end of 2017. In June 2020, the set begins with Volume One, Letters A-D. The entries include Ted Bundy, the Candyman Dean Corll,
Angel of Death killer Donald Harvey, the ABC Killer, and the Bodies in the Barrels Murders. You will find these killers and approximately 500
others in this first book in the series of The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers.
Since its first publication in 2000, Australia's Serial Killers has become a true crime classic. This edition is fully updated, bringing all the cases
covered up to the minute. A recognised authority on Australia's most notorious criminals, Paul B. Kidd covers in unwavering detail 33 true stories
of serial murder. In this gallery of infamy are world renowned killers the likes of the Night Caller, The Granny Killer, Ivan Milat, Kathleen
Folbigg and the Snowtown murderers. Sixteen years in the researching, this comprehensive and ambitious work includes psychological opinions,
court-room trials, detailed confessions, and exclusive prison interviews with three of Australia's most infamous serial killers.
The Big Book of Serial Killers Volume 2
An Encyclopedia of Female Murderers
15 Famous Serial Killers True Crime Stories That Shocked the World
Incredible Stories, Facts and Trivia from the World of Serial Killers
Volume One A-D
American Female Serial Killers

When our hero finds himself in the path of a serial killer, he somehow manages to defend
himself, and give the blood-thirsty madman a taste of his own medicine. But when he goes
through the dead man's wallet, he finds a mysterious personal ad inviting him to join a party
hosted by Errol Flynn. What begins with passing curiosity soon becomes uncontrollable
obsession, as our hero becomes acquainted with 18 killers. Their game: to share the thrill of
the hunt and to make sure no two members choose the same two victims. To protect their
identities, they have all chosen names of old Hollywood stars, and before long, our hero
becomes Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. But he has no intention of following the rules. With a
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government special agent on his trail who will soon become his partner in crim, "Dougie" plans
to knock off the killers one by one, from Carole Lombard to Chuck Norris, to Laurence Olivier
and Cher. But what happens when the "stars" notice their numbers dropping?
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers WARNING: There are several graphic crime scene photos in this
book that some may find disturbing. The ultimate reference for anyone compelled by the
pathologies and twisted minds behind the most disturbing of homicidal monsters. From A to Z,
there are names you may not have heard of, but many of you are familiar with notorious names
serial killers such as; John Wayne Gacy, Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy, Gary Ridgway, Aileen
Wuornos, and Dennis Rader, just to name a few. This reference book will make a great
collection for true crime enthusiasts. Each story is in a Reader's Digest short form. "A
compendium of 101 serial killers in "Reader's Digest" style. A recommended reference book of
madmen and women" --- Publisher's Weekly "A good read; great reference tool for true crime
book addicts and contains just the facts. no glitter, no embellishments, just facts on 101 serial
killers." --- Serial Killers Magazine "Serial Killers Abridged is a treasure of depravity and a
must for anyone who likes to read True Crime and the darkest side of the subject. The book
gives you plenty of detail upon each the Serial Killers including dates, victims,and the outcome
of each case. The word count on each case is perfect for spurt reading that is if you can put it
down without going into the next case. No wasted fluff in the writing just right to the facts. As
a bonus you also get an extra write-up from JJ Slate contributing to the 101 Serial Killer so you
get a taste of her very impressive style of writing for her new book Missing Wives, Missing
Lives" --- Kipp Poe Speicher Amazon Vine Reviewer "Here's a chilling and engrossing
collection of killers, presented with no nonsense seriousness of Jack Webb in DRAGNET.
Perfect for a True Grue Crime fix!" --- David Bischoff NY Bestselling Author of over 80 books,
including: Aliens, Gremlins 2: The New Batch, Star Trek: The Next Generation, and WarGames
There are 101 stories in this book. The last chapter is on the Long Island Serial Killer written
by Jennifer J Slate
America has a long and complicated fascination with serial killers. When we think about the
most infamous of these killers, we generally think of men like Ted Bundy, Jeffrey Dahmer, or
John Wayne Gacy. Those names make headlines while there's the often-repeated myth that
suggests there are no female serial killers. After all, most of us couldn't name a woman on the
same scale of infamy at BTK or the elusive Zodiac Killer, can we? As it so often is, the truth is
far more complicated. Women kill. While they are less sensationalized than their male
counterparts, they are no less deadly. At time of publication, current research shows that one
in six serial killers are female, bringing their number to fifteen percent of confirmed serial
killers. This reference book includes background information on the killers, their victims,
methods, and - where relevant - their arrests, trials, and convictions.
The Bundy expert’s authoritative A-to-Z guide to the people and locations involved in the case
against America’s most infamous serial killer. True crime author of The Bundy Murders Kevin
M. Sullivan provides a comprehensive guide to the notorious murderer’s life and crimes. This
alphabetized volume lists hundreds of people involved in the case as well as dozens of
locations where significant events occurred. This veritable “Who’s Who” of the Bundy murders
is an essential reference for researchers and students of the subject. "Sullivan's A-to-Z
coverage of Ted Bundy provides a solid guide to the people and places that define the man and
the monster, including some not present in other Bundy narratives. It nicely rounds out his
Bundy oeuvre and gives readers an extensive reference tool on one of the world's most
infamous serial killers."—Katherine Ramsland, author of Confession of a Serial Killer
Survived by One
The Profiler
The Encyclopedia of Mass Murder
Serial Killers Encyclopedia
The Life and Mind of a Family Mass Murderer
The Grisly Business Unit
In 1990, a young woman was strangled on a jogging path near the home of Pat Brown and her
family. Brown suspected the young man who was renting a room in her house, and quickly
uncovered strong evidence that pointed to him--but the police dismissed her as merely a
housewife with an overactive imagination. It would be six years before her former boarder
would be brought in for questioning, but the night Brown took action to solve the murder
was the beginning of her life's work. Pat Brown is now one of the nation's few female
criminal profilers--a sleuth who assists police departments and victims' families by
analyzing both physical and behavioral evidence to make the most scientific determination
possible about who committed a crime. Brown has analyzed many dozens of seemingly
hopeless cases and brought new investigative avenues to light. In The Profiler, Brown
opens her case files to take readers behind the scenes of bizarre sex crimes, domestic
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murders, and mysterious deaths, going face-to-face with killers, rapists, and brutalized
victims. It's a rare, up-close, first-person look at the real world of police and
profilers as they investigate crimes--the good and bad, the cover-ups and the successes.
Serial killers like Seattle's Ted Bundy, Maryland's Beltway Sniper, Atlanta's Wayne
Williams, or England's Peter Sutcliffe usually outsmart the task forces on their trail
for long periods of time. Keppel and Birnes take readers inside the operations of serial
killer task forces to learn why. What is the underlying psychology of a serial killer and
why this defeats task force investigations? This is the first book of its kind that
combines state-of-the-art psychological assessment experience with the expertise of a
homicide investigator who has tracked some of this country's most notorious serial
killers. The author also brings to the book hands-on best practices gleaned from the
experience of other task forces. Readers, both professionals and students, will benefit
from the comprehensive and critical case reviews, the analysis of what went wrong, what
went right, and the after-action recommendations of evaluators in the US, UK, and Canada.
The book covers: * The nature of the psychology of a serial killer * How crime assessment
profiling reveals that psychology * Why psychological profiles fail * How serial killer
task forces defeat themselves * How the media can, and usually does, undermine the task
force operation * The big secret of all serial killer investigations: police already have
the killer's name * The best practices for catching a serial killer * Comprehensive case
reviews of some of the US's and UK's most baffling serial killer cases * A list of best
practices for serial killer task force investigators * Recommendations for how to manage
comprehensive files and computer records * Practical advice on how to manage the media:
what to say and not to say * Insight into what a serial killer might be thinking and
doing to stay away from police * Recommendations for setting up and administering longterm investigations * Practical tips on how to maintain a task force's psychological edge
and avoid defeatism
Presents a historical survey of kidnappings from biblical times to the present.
On November 8, 1985, 18-year-old Tom Odle brutally murdered his parents and three
siblings in the small southern Illinois town of Mount Vernon, sending shockwaves
throughout the nation. The murder of the Odle family remains one of the most horrific
family mass murders in U.S. history. Odle was sentenced to death and, after seventeen
years on death row, expected a lethal injection to end his life. However, Illinois
governor George Ryan’s moratorium on the death penalty in 2000, and later commutation of
all death sentences in 2003, changed Odle’s sentence to natural life. The commutation of
his death sentence was an epiphany for Odle. Prior to the commutation of his death
sentence, Odle lived in denial, repressing any feelings about his family and his horrible
crime. Following the commutation and the removal of the weight of eventual execution
associated with his death sentence, he was confronted with an unfamiliar reality. A
future. As a result, he realized that he needed to understand why he murdered his family.
He reached out to Dr. Robert Hanlon, a neuropsychologist who had examined him in the
past. Dr. Hanlon engaged Odle in a therapeutic process of introspection and selfreflection, which became the basis of their collaboration on this book. Hanlon tells a
gripping story of Odle’s life as an abused child, the life experiences that formed his
personality, and his tragic homicidal escalation to mass murder, seamlessly weaving into
the narrative Odle’s unadorned reflections of his childhood, finding a new family on
death row, and his belief in the powers of redemption. As our nation attempts to
understand the continual mass murders occurring in the U.S., Survived by One sheds some
light on the psychological aspects of why and how such acts of extreme carnage may occur.
However, Survived by One offers a never-been-told perspective from the mass murderer
himself, as he searches for the answers concurrently being asked by the nation and the
world.
(New 2021 Edition with Updated Case Files, Quotes, Facts, and Essays. )
The Book Of The World's Worst Murderers In History
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers: Volume One, A–D
The Visual Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
Encyclopedia of Murder and Violent Crime
Another 150 Serial Killer Files of the World's Worst Murderers
A passion for True Crime meets gift book appeal, in a collection of lurid tales, survivor stories, notable
quotes, and crime trivia to satisfy any true crime fan.
Bestselling true-crime writer Harold Schechter, a leading authority on serial killers, and coauthor David
Everitt offer a guided tour through the bizarre and blood-chilling world of serial murder. Through
hundreds of detailed entries that span the entire spectrum -- the shocking crimes, the infamous
perpetrators, and much more -- they examine all angles of a gruesome cultural phenomenon that grips
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our imagination. From Art (both by and about serial killers) to Zeitgeist (how killers past and present
embody their times)...from Groupies (even the most sadistic killer can claim devoted fans) to Marriage
(the perfect domestic disguise for demented killers)...from Homebodies (psychos who slay in the comfort
of their homes) to Plumbing (how clogged drains have undone the most discreet killer), THE A TO Z
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SERIAL KILLERS is the ultimate reference for anyone compelled by the personalities
and pathologies behind the most disturbing of crimes.
An extensive encyclopedic reference guide to male and female serial killers from throughout world
history. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history
of true crime publishing. Written and compiled by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600
entries of male and female serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as a person who
murders 3 or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, serial
killers have walked among us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the entries to
these volumes will continue to grow—the FBI estimates that there are at least fifty serial killers operating
in the United States at any given time—The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as complete as
possible through the end of 2017. The series continues with Volume Two, E-L. The entries include El Loco
Luis Alfredo Garavito, Happy Face Killer Keith Hunter Jesperson, Interstate Killer Larry Eyler, Godfather
of Matamoros Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, and Golden State Killer Joseph James DeAngelo. You will find
these killers and approximately 350 others in this second book in the series of The World Encyclopedia of
Serial Killers.
Presents 100 gripping case studies of the worst killers of all time.
The Big Book of Serial Killers
The Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
Serial Killers, Famous Kidnappings, Great Cons, Survivors & Their Stories, Forensics, Oddities &
Absurdities, Quotes & Quizzes
The True Crime File
The Psychology of Serial Killer Investigations
Of Men and Monsters
Introduction includes the characteristics and behaviour patterns of serial killers.
Our first volume caused such an impact that we've decided to bring you the long-awaited Volume 2 of the most comprehensive Serial
Killer encyclopedia ever published! Murderers or monsters, normal people turned bad or people born with the desire to kill; it doesn't
matter where they come from, serial killers strike dread into our hearts with a single mention of their names. Hunting in broad
daylight or stalking from the shadows, we are their prey and their hunt is never done until they are caught or killed. With a worrying
number of them living in our communities, working alongside us at our places of employment and sharing the same spaces where we
spend time with our families, serial killers are typically just another neighbor that we barely think about. A worrying thought, to be
honest. In The Big Book of Serial Killers Volume 2 we go through the lives of 150 serial killers who allowed themselves to fall under the
influence of their darkest desires and took the lives anywhere from one to one hundred victims; we speak of their motives and how
their stories ended (if they ended...), and remind you of the fear and pain that they left behind. But what can you expect from The Big
Book of Serial Killers Volume 2? You will find such things as: An excellent A-Z list of all of these deadly killers, allowing you to
reference the encyclopedia whenever you need to find out more about any single murderer. All of the uncensored details of their
crimes, with much effort taking into account to describe their horrific acts. Important information on their date and place of birth,
date of arrest and number of victims, among other facts. A list of Trivia facts for each killer, allowing you to learn more about their
personalities and any films or documentaries made about them. So, with nothing more to add - it's only time now for you purchase this
book and begin learning about 150 of the sickest, most dangerous serial killers in world history. This is the next level in murder: are
you ready to learn about the evilest men and women in history?
The first volume featuring the most infamous killers throughout history—from Afghanistan’s Abdullah Shah to Kazakh cannibal
Nikolai Dzhumagaliev. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime
publishing. Written and compiled by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from
around the world. Defined by the FBI as a person who murders three or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or
months between murders, serial killers have walked among us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the
entries to these volumes will continue to grow—the FBI estimates that there are at least fifty serial killers operating in the United
States at any given time—The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as complete as possible through the end of 2017. The set begins
with Volume One, Letters A–D. The entries include Ted Bundy, the Candyman Dean Corll, Angel of Death killer Donald Harvey, the
ABC Killer, and the Bodies in the Barrels Murders. You will find these killers and approximately five-hundred others in this first book
in the series of The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers.
"When I killed people I had a desire. This inspired me to kill more. I don't care whether they deserve to live or not. It is none of my
concern...I have no desire to be part of society. Society is not my concern." (Yang Xinghai, The Monster Killer of China) Get inside the
minds of the the world's most notorious serial killers! Today only, get this bestseller for a special price. Read on your PC, Mac, smart
phone, tablet or Kindle device. You will find out all you wanted to know about some of the world's complex and most evil minds. It
details their grisly acts and tells their stories. It is not for the faint of heart. Murder, mayhem and the macabre make this read a
morbidly fascinating ride. Enjoy and don't read in the dark! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Read... The genesis: Jack the Ripper
The Crimson Countess: Countess Elizabeth Báthory de Ecsed The Savvy Sociopath: Theodore Robert Bundy The Careful Caretaker:
Harold Shipman The Pogo Piper: John Wayne Gacy The Southern Savage: Moses Sithole The Family That Kills Together, Stays
Together: The Benders The Nefarious Nanny: Nannie Doss The Monster Killer of China: Yang Xinghai The Red Ripper: Andrei
Romanovich Chikatilo And much, much more! Download your copy today! Take action today and download this book now at a special
price!
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The Encyclopedia of Unsolved Crimes
The Full Encyclopedia of American Female Serial Killers
Jeffrey Dahmer and the Construction of the Serial Killer
Year of the Serial Killer Omnibus. a Giant True Crime Encyclopedia
The Killer Book of Serial Killers
An Encyclopedia of Modern Serial Killers
This A-Z guide delves into the mind of the serial killer, with profiles of the most infamous multiple murderers from around the globe.
Featuring some of the most cold-blooded serial killers of all time - including Charles Manson and the deceptively charming Ted
Bundy.
A comprehensive reference guide to male and female serial killers from throughout world history. The World Encyclopedia of
Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime publishing. Written and compiled by Susan Hall,
the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as a
person who murders 3 or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, serial killers have
walked among us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the entries to these volumes will continue to
grow̶the FBI estimates that there are at least fifty serial killers operating in the United States at any given time̶The World
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as complete as possible through the end of 2017. The series continues with Volume Three, M-S.
The entries include the Machete Murderer Juan Vallejo Corona, Maranhão Boy Mutilator Francisco das Chagas, Night Stalker
Richard Ramirez, Rostov Ripper Andrei Romanovych Chikatilo, and Genesee River Killer Arthur John Shawcross. You will find
these killers and approximately 475 others in this third book in the series of The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers.
The Killer Book of Serial Killers is the ultimate resource (and gift) for any true crime fan and student of the bizarre world of serial
killers. Filled with stories, trivia, quizzes, quotes, photos, and odd facts about the world's most notorious murderers, this is the
perfect bathroom reader for anyone fascinated with serial killers. The stories and trivia cover such killers as: John Wayne Gacy
Ted Bundy The BTK Killer Jack the Ripper The Green River Killer Serial killers around the world And many more Bathroom
readers have enjoyed considerable success as a format, selling millions of copies. The Killer Book series brings this format to the
rabid true crime audience. Including more than 40 black & white photos, this is a must for true crime fans.
Short biographies of female mutiple-murderers from around the world.
The Encyclopedia of Kidnappings
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
The Serial Killers Club
An A‒Z Guide to History's Most Heinous Murderers
My Life Hunting Serial Killers and Psychopaths
Bad Girls Do It!
True crime anthology that takes a closer look at some of the worst of the worst serial killers.
A MUST HAVE for True Crime Junkies! From the author of the international bestseller 'Monstrous Book of Serial Killers'! Contains the full
uncut versions of the 'Year of the Serial Killer' books - 1978, 1987, and 1996! This amazing value omnibus edition also includes the exclusive
'2028: Rise of the Serial Killer' hypothesis, along with quotes, facts, and essays. BOOK 1: 1978 It begins with a true crime thesis regarding the
abnormal amount of serial killers that were active in just one year alone. An astonishing revelatory book that shows you the connections
between killers, victims, and world events. Ted Bundy. Jeffrey Dahmer. Harold Shipman. Richard Trenton Chase. The Hillside Stranglers. John
Wayne Gacy. Dennis Nilsen. Andrei Chikatilo. Pedro Lopez. Denis Radar, Fred and Rose West. Rodney Alcala. Peter Sutcliffe. Randy Kraft.
Joseph James DeAngelo. Samuel Little. Gerald and Charlene Gallego. Angus Sinclair. Charles Ray Hatcher. Henry Lee Lucas. The above and
hundreds more are connected by just one year, 1978. BOOK 2: 1987 Nine years after 1978, a new serial killer epidemic is striking fear into the
hearts of ordinary people across the United States and the rest of the world. Read the connections for yourself! The Frankford Slasher. The
Connecticut River Valley Killer. Gary Ridgway. Ahmad Suradji. Hadden Irving Clark. Lonnie David Franklin Jr. Wesley Shermantine. Loren
Herzog. Robert Black. The Texas Killing Fields. Robert Andrew Berdella Jr. Robert Pickton. David Parker Ray. The Colonial Parkway
Murders. Norman Simons. Brian Shofer. Timothy Wilson Spencer. Michel Paul Fourniret. Denis Rader. The Golden State Killer. Roger Kibbe.
The above and hundreds more are connected by just one year, 1987. BOOK 3: 1996 The nine year curse of the serial killer returns in 1996 with
more connections, facts, quotes, and true crime. The Butcher of Mons. Peter Tobin. Sean Vincent Gillis. Charles Cullen. Altemio Sanchez.
Alexander Pichushkin. Anatoly Onoprienki. The Snowtown Murders: The Bodies in the Barrels. Luis Garavito. John Edward Robinson. Herb
Baumeister: And the Haunting of Fox Hollow Farm. Andrew Urdiales. Alexander Komin. The Long Island Serial Killer: The Craigslist Killer.
Mikhail Popkov. Kendall Francois. Alexander Spesivtsev. Marc Dutroux. The above and hundreds more are connected by just one year, 1996.
MORE... A rundown of 100 serial killers active in 1978. A rundown of 100 serial killers active in 1987. A rundown of 99 serial killers active in
1996. Extra 500 events added to the timeline. Inc. snippets & facts on unsolved murders, cold cases, mass murders, revolutions, spree killers,
hitmen, mob wars, robberies, mysterious disappearances, assassinations. Reasons why people kill! Updated and redesigned for 2021. Latest
facts and data. The book is fully researched and referenced, complete with a bibliography of all studies and data cited. There are some groundbreaking revelations and research-backed theories throughout this book. The book is written in British English, with American English only
used in the description of American locations, names, or sayings. There are no curse words in the book, however some descriptions do include
content that may be unsuitable for children or for those of a fragile mindset. Discover the connections for yourself! How well do you really
know your neighbours?
A comprehensive reference to serial killings offers case studies of notorious murderers and articles discussing the psychology of serial murder,
law enforcement techniques used to catch serial killers, and famous unsolved cases.
A comprehensive reference of some of the world's most heinous criminals profiles such notorious killers as Cesare Borgia, Jack the Ripper, Ted
Bundy, Jeffrey Dahmer, David Berkowitz, and others, offering brief biographies of each serial killer and descriptions of their crimes.
The Encyclopedia of Serial Killers from A to Z
The A to Z Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, Volume Two E-L
Australia's Serial Killers
The World Encyclopedia Of Serial Killers
The Wikipedia Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
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A thorough, comprehensive guide to some of history’s most disturbing killers, from Rodney Alcala to the Zodiac Killer. Equal
parts fascinating and horrifying, the stories of serial killers like Ted Bundy and Jeffrey Dahmer have taken on a new cultural
prominence with the rise of the true-crime genre. Now, The Wikipedia Encyclopedia of Serial Killers offers murder fans and
curious readers a new opportunity to learn about the lives and histories of these infamous criminals in greater depth and
detail than ever before. Featuring extensive information about the backgrounds, crimes and aftermaths, victims, arrests
and trials, and current lives of serial killers across the globe, as well as a variety of supplemental information—mug shots
and crime-scene photos, letters from murderers, and information on victims and survivors—this book is an essential guide
for all true-crime fans or any reader who wants an insight into the dark minds of the most notorious criminals in the world.
Included in The Wikipedia Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, among many others, are: Ted Bundy The Zodiac Killer John Wayne
Gacy Aileen Wuornos Son of Sam Jeffrey Dahmer The BTK Killer Gary Ridgway Samuel Little Karla Homolka and Paul
Bernardo With nearly six million English-language articles covering essentially any topic imaginable, Wikipedia is one of the
most visited websites on the internet and an important resource for anyone curious to learn about the world. This curated
selection of content has been carefully selected and compiled by our editors to be the definitive book on the subject.
The Encyclopaedia of Serial Killers, Second Edition provides accurate information on hundreds of serial murder cases - from
early history to the present. Written in a non-sensational manner, this authoritative encyclopaedia debunks many of the
myths surrounding this most notorious of criminal activities. New major serial killers have come to light since the first
edition was published, and many older cases have been solved (such as the Green River Killer) or further investigated (like
Jack the Ripper and the Zodiac Killer). Completely updated entries and appendixes pair with more than 30 new photographs
and many new entries to make this new edition more fascinating than ever. New and updated entries include: Axe Man of
New Orleans; BTK Strangler; Jack the Ripper; Cuidad Juarez, Mexico; John Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo, the Sniper
Killers; Gary Leon Ridgway, the Green River Killer; and Harold Frederick Shipman.
Over 800 entries examine the facts, evidence, and leading theories of a variety of unsolved murders, robberies,
kidnappings, serial killings, disappearances, and other crimes.
Of Men and Monsters examines the serial killer as an American cultural icon, one that both attracts and repels. Richard
Tithecott suggests that the stories we tell and the images we conjure of serial killers—real and fictional—reveal as much
about mainstream culture and its values, desires, and anxieties as they do about the killers themselves.
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, Volume Four T–Z
A Chillling Collection of Mass Murder Cases
Hunting Humans
The Serial Killer Books
Serial Killers

There is little more terrifying than those who hunt, stalk and snatch their prey under the cloak of darkness. These hunters
search not for animals, but for the touch, taste, and empowerment of human flesh. They are cannibals, vampires and
monsters, and they walk among us. These serial killers are not mythical beasts with horns and shaggy hair. They are
people living among society, going about their day to day activities until nightfall. They are the Dennis Rader's, the
fathers, husbands, church going members of the community. This A-Z encyclopedia of 150 serial killers is the ideal
reference book. Included are the most famous true crime serial killers, like Jeffrey Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy, and
Richard Ramirez, and not to mention the women who kill, such as Aileen Wuornos and Martha Rendell. There are also
lesser known serial killers, covering many countries around the world, so the range is broad. Each of the serial killer files
includes information on when and how they killed the victims, the background of each killer, or the suspects in some
cases such as the Zodiac killer, their trials and punishments. For some there are chilling quotes by the killers
themselves. The Big Book of Serial Killers is an easy to follow collection of information on the world's most heinous
murderers.
Presented in chronological order, offers profiles of each criminal on the FBI's most wanted list from 1950 to August 2003,
including such facts as crimes committed, date placed on the list, and vital statistics.
The 4th volume of this comprehensive work features hundreds of serial killers from Sacramento to Soviet Russia—plus
numerous unsolved cases. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most complete reference guide on the subject,
featuring more than 1,600 entries about the lives and crimes of serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as
a person who murders three or more people with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, the serial killer has
presented unique and terrifying challenges to have walked among us since the dawn of time—a fact this extensive record
makes chillingly clear. The series concludes with Volume Four, T-Z. Entries include the Terminator Anatoly Yuriyovych
Onoprienko; Trailside Killer David Joseph Carpenter; Vampire of Sacramento Richard Trenton Chase; and the
Voroshilovgrad Maniac Zaven Almazyan; plus the unsolved cases of the Adelaide Child Murders; the Axeman of New
Orleans; the Chillicothe Killer; the Dead Women of Juarez; the Korea Frog Boy Murders; and the Volga Maniac.
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